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Data Strategy
When organizations focus on their data, success follows. Our focus is on providing a 
lean approach to building and integrating innovative solutions that help you reach 
the full potential of your data. Our data strategy advice can help you build everything 
from a small transactional database, to data warehouse solutions, using the newest 
cutting edge technology. Our consultants will determine the most efficient way to 
manage your data, and give you a strategy that adds value to your business for 
years to come.

 
Mobile Data
Mobile technology in healthcare continues to expand rapidly, and with this, mobile 
data needs are also growing. New devices continue to introduce data streams that 
significantly contribute to data growth. Axixe helps our customers by designing 
solutions to harness this data and give insight into what is happening throughout 
your business.

 
Database Management
At Axixe, our approach to Database Management involves a complete solution: from 
the initial design of the infrastructure, the installation of the DBMS, the logical and 
physical design of the schema, delivering of the solutions, and maintenance after 
implementation. We partner with you through the entire lifecycle of the project, 
using our expertise in database development and application design so that your 
decision makers can leverage the hidden value of your healthcare business data.

Data Integration
Let Axixe create software that helps your diverse systems work together. When 
designing solutions to exchange data between your companys organizations, 
we take into account social, political, and organizational factors that impact 
system-to-system performance. No interface or HL7 message is too tough. Our 
plug-and-play applications and development methods help produce innovation 
and quality for you and your customers.

 
Database Platform & Licensing
In healthcare, the choice of database platform and licensing is critical in achieving 
the most appropriate and cost effective solution. Our experience will help you select 
the most efficient IT solution to make your project a success. We have experience in 
deploying projects on tight budgets with demanding timelines, while delivering a 
robust and effective system. Our solutions are based on years of experience in 
detailed analysis of the overall application workload, usage, nature of the application, 
network and storage requirements.
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